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NEW EDITOR TAKES OVER ECPHORA
Starting with the next issue, Bill Taylor will become editor of
the newsletter.
He will, no doubt, introduce himself in the
next issue to those who haven't yet met him at the spring Matoaka
meeting or elsewhere.
The current editor will be on academic
sabbatical from st. Mary's College for a year (if for some reason
you need to reach her, leave a message at 716-586-0390).
DUE
DATE FOR NEXT ISSUE IS SEPTEMBER 1. SEND MATERIAL TO EDITOR
AT 5545 HECATE COURT, FAIRFAX, VA 22032 AND/OR CALL HIM AT 703250-3520.
MEMBERSHIP AND TRIP INFORMATION AT END OF ISSUE.

Fossil Bony Fish Collected

by George Fonger and' Dennis Wright

by Bob Wiest
Most collectors are familiar with the
toothplate Phyllodus toliapicus found
in the Paleocene Nanjemoy Formation.
It
consists of stacked elongate enamel
plates surrounded by circular plates of
the same.
These mouthplates were occlusal and were used to grind its food.
George's find, Edgertonia isodonta, is
similar to Phyllodus, but instead of the
individual central plates being elonga~
ted they are all circular.
This specimen was found in the early Paleocene
Brightseat Formation at the Hechinger's
headquarters site.
Subsequent Edgertonia finds have turned up in the Aquia
formation; especially notable is one
found by the late Dennis Wright. Edgertonia has not been previously reported
from the local Paleogene exposures, but
is not uncommon in Gulf Coast sediments.
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Edgertonia isodonta
Brightseat Fm.
ColI. by G. Fonger

Edgertonia isodonta
Aquia Fm.
ColI. by D. Wright

Both Phyllodus and Edgertonia can be differentiated
from the
other Paleogene phyllodonts, Paralbula marylandica and Paralbula
casei, because their tooth plates are stacked concentrically upon
one another.
In Paralbula the teeth are stacked in staggered
positions.

Phyllodus toliapicus
Aquia Fm.
ColI. by Alison Ward

Phyllodus

section

Edgertonia

Paralbula marylandica
Aquia Fm.
Collected by author

section

Paralbula

section

* * * * * * *
MUSEUM

NOTES BY MIKE GOTTFRIED

The museum is very happy to announce that we did receive our Bond
Bill from the state, which will be used to finance part of the
cost of building the new fossil hall.
The bond bill total is
$100,000, and represents a generous contribution from the state.
We are grateful to our local representatives--Senator
Fowler and
Delegates Bell and Owings--for their crucial support, and to any
club members who contacted state officials on behalf of the bond
bill.
We are now well on our way to securing the funding needed
to complete the exhibit.
The spring and summer will be devoted
to building the Calvert Cliffs replication and starting work on
the full-sized Carcharodon megalodon skeleton.
As always, club
members are more than welcome to stop by and check our progress
on the new exhibit, and to see the 1j8th scale version of the
shark skeleton in the CMM modelmaking shop.
A key part of the fundraising effort for the new exhibit will be
launched this summer--the "own a piece of the shark" campaign,
which will give people a chance to "buy" a part of the giant
shark skeleton for the exhibit.
Prices will range from $5 for
the smallest pieces on up, with contributors receiving a certificate acknowledging their gift.
Full details of what we hope
will be a fun (and rewarding) campaign will appear in the summer
issue of the Bugeye Times, along with information on our upcoming
"Shark Fest," a day of shark-related events and activities.
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Those of you particularly keen on fossil marine mammals will be
interested in the just-published volume Contributions in Marine
Mammal Paleontology, which is dedicated to our good friend Dr.
Frank Whitmore.
Many of you know Frank for his kindness, generosity, and good humor, as well as his many contributions to the
study of fossil whales and dolphins.
The volume includes 15
technical papers on various aspects of fossil marine mammals
(including chapters on Chesapeake Group cetaceans) and a biography and appreciation of Frank written by Ralph Eshelman and Lauck
Ward.
I have the volume if anyone would like to see it, and
please tell me if you want to order a copy (available in limited
quantities from the San Diego Natural History Museum for $35).
Finally, I'd like to thank everyone who attended the spring
meeting at Matoaka, especially those brave souls who volunteered
their time for the various officer positions.
I believe the club
is in good hands with the new slate of officers, and I appreciate
the input I've gotten recently from club members.
Please let me
know if you have any ideas on what the museum can do to better
serve the fossil club, and (of course) vice-versa!
Hope you:all
have a safe and productive summer collecting season.
'It * * * * * *
New Book of Interest to All Regional Fossilers:Neogene Fossils of
North Carolina:
A Field Guide. Text by Richard Chandler; Illus~
trations by John Timmerman. North Carolina Fossil Club. 42 pages.
Here at last is the handydandy guide to common fossils,
mostly vertebrate, from Lee
Creek (since we're still
waiting for Lee Creek Volume
III).
Not only does this
pamphlet distinguish between
such things as the three kinds
of mako teeth at Lee Creek.
The illustrations are the only
ones I know of, at least in
one succinct and convenient
guidebook, that show differences among-porpoise vertebrae
from different points on the
vertebral column and other
useful identifications
relevant to Calvert as well
as Carolina fossils.
To order
this guide send $ ".00 to Joy
Pierce, 4309 Abbey Place,
Durham, NC 27707.
* * * * * * *
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Why We Do It
J

Well, fellow fossil-freaks, before I escape from both st. Mary's
College and newsletter editorship, I must do what I've threatened
to for several years--write an essay on the motivations for fossil-hunting.
I'm sure a psychoanalyst could spend an entire lucrative career analyzing the mental quirks of those attracted to
this hobby.
But I'm merely going to undertake the task briefly,
in two ways:
by contrasting fossiling with other hobbies, and by
going up the scale from the most primitive to the most philosophical and altruistic motives.
You're free to disagree with this
characterization
of the fossil-hunter if you wish.
But .'
if you
recognize yourself, you now have something to hand your bemused
relatives' and friends who can't understand why an otherwise
responsible adult wants to spend every waking moment slogging up
gross streams or braving Lee Creek in search of long-dead stuff.
If we discount the least savory reasons such as making money (a'
base motive I'm sure none of you have), fossiling shares much
of its appeal with hobbies such as birdwatching, plant identification, and artifact-hunting.
All these activities are a
good excuse for taking long healthy walks in what remains of the
great outdoors.
Less obviously, such hobbies also seem to
fulfill a need left over from our primal hunter-gatherer
origins.
Many people lov~ any form of treasure-hunting
in which they can
seek, find, and pounce on small objects, even when they're not
edible.
Although many of us have evolved beyond the desire to
kill helpless animals, we still love the hunt, especially the use
of pattern-recognition
skills to locate prey.
Fossil-hunting
does still_.retain some nonviolent but macho elements of the hunt,
such as the none-too-subtle
moment of triumph over less
successful hunters.
Yet there is also communal cooperation
involved in organizing the hunt, sharing the outdoors, and
swapping tall tales about past captures--and even in mutual (if
occasionally grudging) admiration of each other's trophies.
Fossiling also provides a primal satisfaction not present in,
say, birdwatching:
the possession of tangible, aestheticallypleasing objects which can be carried, sorted, put in display
cases, and handed around to others.
This feature of the hobby
was summed up by one of my unsympathetic relatives as "fondling
your fossils."
As everyone knows who has spent a day rearranging
their specimens for no good reason, frequent handling of your
goodies is essential.
I'd rather not imagine what Freud would
say about this, but I'm sure that someday Geraldo or Phil will
feature "fossaddiction" when they run out of other perversions.
But while many initia~ly get hooked on fossiling by more primitive attractions, they generally evolve more socially acceptable
behaviors.
Not only does the hobby provide opportunities for
communal experience, story-swapping,
and mutual admiration.
Out
of desire to prolong the pleasures of the hunt, fossilers get
drawn into intellectual pursuits such as reading about comparative anatomy and ancient ecology.
Gradually they learn things
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about nature that cause appreciation of modern creatures, their
interrelationships,
and above all the fragility of their hold on
life even as species, let alone as individuals.
The more extroverted fossil-hunter may find fulfillment in passing on such
insights by leading student field trips, helping at fossil displays, or writing, in the hopes that the next generation might
acquire some sense of wonder and responsibility with regard to
other living beings past and present.
(And it's no small satisfaction for the fossiler who is also a teacher by profession to
have eager students who come asking for information.)
Last but not least, I'm convinced that the unique appeal of
fossiling, shared perhaps only with archaeology, is its intimations of immortality.
Most of the objects we seek were red in
tooth and claw (sharks) or yucky (invertebrates) in life, and
even yuckier in death, but something of them has survived millions of years and reemerged symmetrical and beautiful, as if
reborn.
Extracting a flawless, shining, perfectly preserved
shark tooth from a spoil pile ora muddy creek can make us feel
that there is a qualified form of immortality in the unembellished processes of nature.
Something lasts and goes forward to
an unknown purpose--in this case, creating knowledge and wonder
for the finder and for anyone with whom the find is shared.
* * * * * * *
Great Display Boxes and Trays:
Eric Woody showed up at the
Matoaka meeting with some great plastic display boxes. Eric says
they can be obtained from Acme Shoppes in Alexandria.
This is a
very small company without catalogues or mail order.
If you wish
to buy small clear display boxes (around 2"), the company has
them ready-made in many shapes and prices ranging -from 27 cents
to $2.50.
Bigger, lidded boxes like Eric's require that you buy
the parts--atray,
a lid, and a knob-handle--and
assemble them
with special glue.
The people at the company will be glad to
show you how; it's supposedly quite simple. Materials cost
approximately $10 per 14 1/2" x 8 3/4" x 2 1/2" tray, $2.50 for
custom-made lids, $5 for glue and $3 for an applicator.
For more
information contact Jennifer Bartlett at Acme Shoppes, 703-6423030.
Or pay them a visit, immediately off Rte. 395 at exit 2A,
Edsal Road, in the Shirley Edsal Industrial Park.
* * * * * * *
REPORTS ON RECENT CMMFC TRIPS AND EVENTS
Cancelled trips: The February 15 visit to the smithsonian was
cancelled because it was scheduled two days after the ice storm
hit, so most people were too busy seeking heat, light, and flush
toilets, as well as trying to avoid falling timber. (For those of
you who think you suffered worst during the storm--CMMFC treasurer Wally Ashby fell over a branch while helping a road crew; he
hit his head and had both bones broken in one lower leg. He's
doing fine now--especially
since there is a new treasurer.) The
May 15 trip to Jones Wharf was cancelled due to a lack of warm
bodies in a different sense; only one person made the call-in.
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Chancellors Point:
On March 5 a hardy if stupid group including
Elinor Cofer, Skip and Cheryl Snelson, Donna Richardson, Barb and
Herb Ermler and family, and Bill Taylor took the opportunity to
make the first officially-approved
visit to this site in over a
year.
The weather was great for the season, but the ice storm
had produced unbelievable mud slides that not only hid most of
the formation but also had the consistency of quicksand.
Most
people didn't go further than halfway down the formation; some of
those who went further must have wished they hadn't. Bill Taylor,
for one, got so stuck in the mud he had to grab a tree to pull
himself out (if he'd been shorter there would have been one more
fossil at the site). Nevertheless, some nice gastropods and
selenite crystals were found.
The Snelsons, who actually
slogged the whole length of the site and back, found a big (3")
Ecphora.
The site should be ready to visit again in, say, about
five years when the mud's washed away.
Philadelphia DVPS Fossil Fair:
Perennial participants Sandy
Roberts and Donna Richardson were joined on March 12 and 13 by
the Ermlers, the Platts, and Linda Heritage.
The DVPS members
had many interesting fossils on exhibit, including cave bear and
bison teeth as well as much Lee Creek material, oreodont and
turtle specimens from South Dakota, and trilobites from everywhere.
CMMFC members purchased many fossil gifts for themselves
and others (including the editor, who, after her usual grumbling
about the evils of selling fossils, as usual bought a few cheap
but nice ones--though only as presents for OTHER people).
Semiannual Meeting at Matoaka, 4-17-93:
The meeting was held, as
ever, by courtesy of Larry and Connie smith at the Matoaka meeting house.
Featured items this year at the "show ~nd tell"
included Terry Cirrincione's picture of herself being "devoured"
by the reconstructed shark jaw at the Aurora, NC museum; Elinor
Cofer's self-described
"big fat shark teeth" and crabs from
Langley Bluff; Mike Ellwood's sand dollars of various sorts from
California as well as Maryland; Sandy Roberts' dinosaur coins
minted in Gibraltar, Eritrea, Liberia, and the Isle of Man (with,
as several picky members noted, misspellings of names such as
Archaeopteryx);
Steve Brady's Lee Creek collection, including a
gorgeous whale tympanic ear bone scoured with shark bites and
containing a piece of tooth; and Eric Woody's well-displayed
local and North Carolina finds, including porpoise teeth, sharks'
teeth, and bird bones.
The meeting came to order at 7:30 p.m.
Present: Pam and Bob
Platt, Charles Soares, Eric Woody, Mike Ellwood, Donna Richardson,
Al and Cheryl Snelson, Elinor Cofer, Sandy Roberts, Mike
Gottfried, Connie and Larry Smith, Barb and Herb Ermler, Bill
Taylor, Terry Cirrincione, Lloyd and Arleen Gleason, Sue
Hamilton, and Steve Brady.
1) A slate of (mostly) new officers was nominated and voted in
by somewhat unorthodox acclamation (passersby might have
thought themselves outside the primate house at the zoo). The
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new (and some old) officers are the following:
Mike Ellwood,
President: Herb Ermler, Vice-President: Field-Trip Chairman,
steve Brady: Secretary, Bill Taylor; and Treasurer, Al Snelson
(whose nickname, somewhat unfortunate in a treasurer, is "Skip").
The old officers attempted unsuccessfully to contain their glee.
2) A lengthy discussion of the by-laws ensued, led by new
president Mike Ellwood.
During his past tenure as president some
years ago, Mike wrote up a set of by-laws which.had unofficially
guided the club but which had never been formally voted on by the
membership.
He now re-presented these in somewhat altered form,
as discussed and revised during a meeting of the Board in March.
The main alterations include an overt designation of the club as
"noncommercial,"
i.e. not involved in the selling of fossils or
the advertising of fossils for sale in the newsletter. The bylaws were passed by acclamation vote of those present, with none
but cosmetic changes.
The by-laws will be available to all CMMFC
members who send a request for them and a self~addressed stamped
envelope to the newsletter editor (see p. 1 for address).
The
by-laws include an ethics code which will be sent out to members
with their next membership renewal notice; SENDING IN OF RENEWAL
DUES IMPLIES ACCEPTANCE OF THIS CODE.
·3) A lengthy discussion of insurance then ensued.
Some club
members have become concerned about this issue.
Mike Gottfried
reported that club members are insured for up to $5000 for
injuries they may sustain during a field trip, and that club
members are considered to be acting as museum employees when
leading field trips or conducting other museum business.
It was
decided not to seek whatever dubious insurance protection might
be provided by incorporating the club, since this would require
separating from the Marine Museum.
4) Mike Gottfried made several announcements. The museum has been
awarded a $100,000 matching grant from the state to finish the
new fossil exhibit.
The Society of Vertebrate Paleontology will
soon be implementing its outreach program by circulating poster
displays to museums and by sponsoring certification classes for
interested amateurs (watch for more news about such classes).
The meeting adjourned at 8:30.

* * * * * * *

Lee Creek Trip, 4-23-94: For once, there was halfway decent
weather for this epic trek--winds capable of blowing one off a
spoil pile, but otherwise a sunny, cool day.
Participants & some
of their finds included the following:
Melissa Perucca, Gordon &
Cheryl Austin, John Carson, Chuck Bell (a 5 1/2" megalodon), Dick
Grier, Bill Taylor, Bob & Pam Platt, Skip & Cheryl Snelson, Donna
Richardson, Sandy Roberts, Steve Brady (5 m~galodon teeth, the
largest 3 1/2", and a Hexanchus tooth), Mike Jarboe (3 1/2"
tooth), Sandy Bell, Chuck Erskine, Bob Martin, Bobby & Carolyn
Q'Hern, Arnold Powell, Mike McCloskey, Greg Calloway, Terry
Cirrincione, Tom McNelis, Charlie & Jo Shyab, Eric Thompson,
Melissa Manwaring, Hal & Penny Good, and Mark & Judy Rives.
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COMING

EVENTS

(NOTE: All the CMM fossil club field trips are limited.
You must
call in on the date and time indicated--NOT BEFORE.
You may only
call in for yourself and immediate family members; "family membership" extends only to the spouse and children of a paying member.
A single member (one without spouse or children) may call
in for him or herself and one other fossil club member.
All other friends and family must be paying members and call in separately. Call Sandy Roberts (410-586-1791) about club membership.
May 27-29.Saturday,
9-6; Sunday, 11-5. Fossil Festival at Aurora,
N.C. Two days of exhibits, crafts, pageants, food, etc.
in Aurora (home of the Texasgulf mine).
Exhibits of fossils,
microfossils, minerals, gems, artifacts by the local museum,
the Smithsonian, University of North Carolina-Raleigh,
the
Duke University marine lab, East Carolina University, and
others; spoil piles allover
town to dig in; food; parade
Saturday at 11; much more. For more info call 919-322-4238.
June 4. Saturday. Liverpool Point field trip.
Limit 15.
Paleocene Nanjemoy formation. Sharks' teeth, other vertebrate
material, Turritella mortoni casts.
Trip leader:
Steve
Brady.
Meet at Rtes. 301 and 6, corner of parking lot of
Safeway Shopping Center at 8:30 a.m. Call-in to trip leader
Steve Brady Sunday, May 29, 6 p.rn.-9 p.m., 410-257-9113.
June 18. Saturday.
Langley Bluff field trip.
Limit 15. St.
Mary's formation gastropods, crabs in concretions, Pleistocene shells.
Trip leaders:
Steve Brady 'and Elinor Cofer.
Meet 12:30 p.m., west shoulder of Rte. 235 opposite Old Rte.
235 2.8 mi. s. of Navy Base light in Lexington Park.
Call-in
Sunday, June 12 to Steve Brady, 6-9 p.m. 410-257-9113.
July 16. Saturday. Westmoreland state Park, field trip.
Limit 10.
Miocene Yorktown formation; sharks' teeth, vertebrates.
Trip
leader: Steve Brady.
Meet at rest area on right side of Rte.
301 just over Rte. 301 bridge to Virginia, 9 a.m. Call-in
Sunday, July 10, 6-9 p.m. to Steve Brady, 410-257-9113.
September 17. Saturday. willows field trip.
Miocene; Calvert
formation. Trip leader: Terry Cirrincione.
Meet at 9:00 a.m.
on beach.
Mention Terry's name to the guard at the gate
(private community; you can only use her name to get in on
this date).
Call-in after August 1 to Terry at 202-882-6317.
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October 1. Saturday. FALL MEETING, FIELD TRIP AND PARTY,
courtesy of Larry and Connie smith, Matoaka Cottages (410586-0269). Arrive any time to collect. Meeting 7 p.m.; bring
food and drink to share, bring fossils. 8 mi. s. of Prince
Frederick, go left off rte. 4 at Calvert Beach Rd. 1 mi. from
rte. 4, turn left at sign for "Matoaka Cottages" (but ignore
previous sign on right saying same).
Park to right of circle.
october 8, 9. Saturday-Sunday. Patuxent River Appreciation Days
(PRAD). VOLUNTEERS ARE NEEDED FOR FOSSIL TABLES ON BOTH
DAYS. Call Sandy Roberts (410-586-1791) to volunteer.
THANKS TO THIS ISSUE'S CONTRIBUTORS:
SANDY ROBERTS, BOB WIEST,
STEVE BRADY, ERIC WOODY, TERRY CIRRINCIONE, HIKE GOTTFRIED.
ANY ARTICLE HEREIN HAY BE REPRINTED IF CREDIT IS GIVEN, IN WRITING, TO THE NEWSLETTER--AND TO ANY PARTICULAR AUTHOR INDICATED.
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